
 
 

 

 

Operating rules of the Volha dormitory bicycle room 
Valid from 1/11/2022 

 

1)  The bike shed has a capacity of 15 lockable hangers per bike.  

 2)  Every student staying at the Sázava or Volha dormitory and having an activated ISIC 

card at ISKAM has the right to store a bicycle in the bicycle room.  

3) Entry to the bicycle room is only possible for the above-mentioned residents           

registered in ISKAM using the reader located to the left of the door, exceptionally in 

the event of a power failure, the key can be borrowed against an ISIC card at the 

reception of the Volha dormitory.  

4)  When leaving the bike room, everyone has the duty to close the door of the bike room 

properly.  

5)  The entrance to the bike room is monitored by a high-definition camera with recording.  

6)  Anyone who stores their bicycle in the bicycle shed has the obligation to lock it to their  

hanger or rack in order to prevent its theft.  

7)  It is not allowed:  

a) drilling into walls, floors and ceilings,  

b) gluing posters,  

c) damage to the equipment of the bike shop and stored bikes,  

d) store bikes outside the curtains without securing them against theft.  

8)  Anyone who has a bicycle stored in the bicycle room is obliged to report any property 

damage to the bike room manager - reception (the dormitory management) immediately 

after discovering it, otherwise he is responsible for it.  

9)  The operator of the bike shop is not responsible for theft or damage to property, each 

member is responsible for the security of his bike.  

10) Administrator of the bicycle room (the management of the dormitory) is obliged to    

check the condition of the bicycle room at the beginning of the new academic year and 

to remove and store unlocked or immobile bicycles at the expense of the owner of the 

bicycle, outside the bicycle room.  

11) If there is a bicycle in the bicycle room that is not claimed for one semester, it will be 

removed to the collection yard. 
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